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Add  ||  Stir  ||  Enjoy

A Tea Drop is an organic shaped tea comprised of �nely sourced 
organic tea, organic sugar, organic aromatic spices, and an organic 

earth derived sweetener creating a blissful tea blend that can be 
enjoyed any time, any place, with just hot water. No special tools, 

no steeping time, no tea expertise necessary. 

We source the �nest tea leaves from all over the world including tea 
estates in India, China, and Sri Lanka. We then use the most aromatic 
and freshest organic spices to create truly unique tea blends. Lastly, 

we add organic sweetener (organic raw sugar or coconut palm sugar) 
— to sweeten this incredible tea experience. 

Inspired by the world.

Made in America.
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||  Our Story  ||

In�uenced by my Sri Lankan and Chinese roots, tea time has always been an 
important ritual in my life. To me, tea can be both an intimate and 

communal experience, meant to be cherished and shared with friends and 
strangers alike. 

On my journey of drinking and spreading the love of tea, I have 
encountered many who found the traditional tea ritual too complex, 

daunting, or time-consuming. With this in mind, and with the pure desire to 
bring a healthy & collective tea experience into people’s everyday lives, my 
idea for a line of dissolvable, shaped organic teas was born. Each tea blend 
is handcrafted and incorporates the �nest organic teas, spices, and earth 

derived sweetners to create an unforgetable tea experience. 

Rethink Tea.
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Source:  U.S. Tea Association 2013
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The

Experience
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Cardamom Spice

Chocolate Earl Grey Matcha Green Tea

Rose Earl Grey





Mini Wood CompostableClassic Wood Lifestyle 

Dimensions are 8.5” x 3.25” x 
3.75”and are the perfect for 

customers and clients who want to 
incorporate Tea Drops into their 
everyday lifestyle. Ideal for food 

service establishments, corporate 
o�ces, spas, or grocery retailers. 
Comfortably �ts 25-30 Tea Drops.

Dimensions are  3.75” x 2.5” x 1.25” 
featuring the signature sliding top. 

Perfect for wedding favors, gift 
favors, client gifts, or retail/grocery 
specialty items. Comfortably �ts 2 

Tea Drops.

Dimensions are  7” x 2-9/16” x 2”  
featuring our classic sliding top to 
easily access Tea Drops. Perfect for 

shelf display.  Comfortably �ts 8 Tea 
Drops. 

Packaging Options

Our signature wood boxes that beautifully encase Tea Drops are made from sustainable & 
biodegradable Paulownia wood. This type of wood is incredibly sturdy yet lightweight 

making for a lovely keepsake box that can hold tea or be repurposed by customers.

Dimensions are 6 1/6” x 2 1/4” x 2” 
and are eco-friendly and 

biodegradable paper boxes that are 
simple and durable. This is a perfect 

option for frequent Tea Drop 
customers to stock up on their 

favorites. You’ll notice this box also 
features an outside slider sleeve for 

easy access. Each Tea Drop is 
individually wrapped. Comfortably 

�ts 8 Tea Drops.
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Anytime
Anywhere
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FAQ

What is the shelf life of Tea Drops?

Tea Drops have a healthy shelf life of 1 year from date of production. The tea is sealed and protected in wood/compost 
packaging for maximum freshness.

What is the weight of each Tea Drops box?

Each box of Tea Drops is incredibly light and easy for transport, ranging from 5-6 oz per box. 

What kind of packaging material do you use for Tea Drops? Is it Eco-Friendly?

One huge bene�t of Tea Drops is our minimal waste packaging. We use paulownia wood which is lightweight, and both 
recyclable/compostable.  Each Tea Drop is wrapped in recyclable plastic. The Tea Drop itself completely dissolves, and 
the remaining sediment is completely bio-degradable. Our compost box option made of cardboard is completely 
compostable, as the name suggests :)

Can I customize my own tea blend for my store?

Absolutely! We work with a lot of stores who want to create a unique Tea Drops blend tailored for their customers and 
that is unique to their shop. We are happy to create a truly unique experience for your shop from the tea blend itself, to 
creating customized packaging. Just contact us to begin! 

What is your lead time from order to delivery?

Depending on the size of order, we typically require 1.5 weeks from order to delivery of Tea Drops.

What is your order minimum?

Our minimum �rst-time order is $200.

Retail Support

We pride ourselves on being excellent partners and have even instituted a retail support program to help the success 
of our retail partners. All of our retail partners have placed repeat orders which is a testament to our product, our 
marketing e�orts, and our commitment to Tea Drops’ success on shelf. 

Key Bene�ts of Tea Drops: 
Revolutionary tea experience

Beautiful eye-catching packaging makes for excellent shelf appeal
12 month shelf life

100% organic
Easy to transport/lightweight

What We Provide:
 - Complimentary sample kit for your customers to try Tea Drops in store. 
 - Marketing signage/display for your customers to learn more about the Tea Drops story and our tea making process. 
 - Display consultation to discuss how to seamlessly integrate Tea Drops into your store �ow and feel. 
 - Information cards to brief store employees on frequently asked customer questions about Tea Drops. 
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Join the 
communiTea!


